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Editorial
Circadian rhythmicity is a fundamental property of the 

majority of organisms, including bacteria, unicellular eukaryotes, 
fungi, plants and animals. It is generated by cellular oscillators 
and may have evolved to cope with adverse phases in the cycle 
of a day that bear the risk of damage by radiation and reactive 
metabolites, such as free radicals. In a complex organism like the 
human, the circadian system is composed of numerous, internally 
communicating, oscillators including a coordinating master clock, 
the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) [1]. It provides a program for 
structuring countless physiological functions in a sophisticated 
temporal pattern that optimizes the alignment of processes and 
also the anticipation of regularly expectable changes, such as an 
approaching time of arousal and locomotor activity, of food intake 
and even social interactions. 

Sleep is one of the functions that are controlled by the 
circadian system, in addition to the homeostatic drive to sleep and 
immunological influences. The benefits of sleep concern recovery, 
but additionally other processes such as memory consolidation 
take place in specific sleep phases [2]. Shift work and on-call duties 
during night are necessities in our modern world. Many scientists 
also know what it means to conduct an experiment that lasts 
for, e.g., 35 hours, without any chance to sleep in between. The 
consequence to the body is, however, not just subsequent fatigue, 
but also a disturbance of the finely tuned physiological rhythms. 
The resilience of individuals to such disturbances is highly variable. 
Not rarely, subjects also wake throughout the night for private 
reasons.

Although this shall not be generally criticized, one should know 
how many changes are induced by sleep loss, with the potential of  

 
pathophysiological alterations that should not accumulate to avoid 
disorders and diseases. Sleep deprivation is frequently associated 
with disruptions or inappropriate phase shifts of the circadian 
system, also known under the term of chronodisruption. In humans, 
one typical reason of the dual changes results from light exposure 
at night. This can induce phase shifts of circadian rhythms, but 
also involves another complication, as light at night causes rapid 
decreases in the levels of the pineal hormone, melatonin, known 
as the so-called photic shutoff, in addition to the circadian changes 
[3]. These reductions in melatonin are in multiple ways undesired. 
First, melatonin is a highly pleiotropic regulator molecule that 
orchestrates countless functions in all organs of the body [4]. 

Second, melatonin participates in the entrainment of the master 
clock and various peripheral oscillators [5]. Third, melatonin 
is a neuro protective, antiapoptotic and antioxidant agent, with 
additional functions in immune modulation [4,6]. Low-grade 
inflammation is of particular relevance in immunosenescence, 
in aging acceleration and in neurodegenerative disorders, but 
contributes to many other pathologies. Immunosenescence can lead, 
in addition to other traits, to the development of a proinflammatory 
phenotype characterized by elevated proinflammatory cytokines 
and C-reactive protein (CRP), especially in subjects that have 
acquired an immune risk profile [7]. Moreover, the age-dependent 
increase in DNA-damaged cells represents a further source of 
proinflammatory factors via the senescence-associated secretory 
phenotype (SASP). 

SASP, being part of the DNA damage response (DDR), allows 
non-immune cells to release proinflammatory cytokines and 
chemokines which spread inflammatory responses [8,9]. In 
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the central nervous system, astrocytes with SASP can become 
neurotoxic [10]. Another brain-related aspect concerns neuronal 
overexcitation, which results via NO release in microglia activation 
and astrogliosis, followed in vicious cycles by mutual stimulations 
between the three cell types [7,11]. Moreover, the balance between 
formation and clearance of amyloid-β (Aβ) peptides and oligomers, 
which are both prooxidant and proinflammatory, can be disturbed. 
This is not exclusively a matter of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), but 
rather plays – at lower level – a role in normal aging, too. Finally, 
insulin resistance in the brain has been identified as an early sign 
and, presumably, stimulus of neuro inflammation in AD [7,12-14], 
a potentially important link to the inflammatory aspect of type 2 
diabetes and metabolic syndrome. 

Sleep deprivation, often in conjunction with circadian disrup-
tion, can favor in multiple ways processes that are known to be re-
lated to low-grade inflammation. Apart from various reports that 
demonstrated oxidative stress as a result of primary insomnia or 
experimental sleep deprivation, which shall not be discussed here 
in detail, direct evidence for increased inflammation has been ob-
tained in clinical and preclinical studies. In humans, sleep depriva-
tion or disturbance elevated TNF-α [15,16] and IL-6 in monocytes 
[16,17], CRP [17,18], TNF-α [18,19] and IL-6 [20,21] in the plasma. 
In whole blood preparations, mRNA levels of TNF-α and of its solu-
ble receptor sTNFR1 were reported to be enhanced [22]. Moreover, 
sleep deprivation was shown to induce DDR and SASP in elderly 
subjects [23]. Of course, studies in humans have limitations con-
cerning the availability of tissue material. Moreover, blood analyses 
revealed a certain degree of divergence with regard to the increases 
in specific inflammatory markers [24]. However, the basis for judg-
ments is considerably broader in laboratory rodents.

In the murine brain, sleep deprivation enhanced the proinflam-
matory cytokine TNF-α, and the NO metabolite nitrite, in addition 
to indicators of oxidative stress [25]. Up regulation of TNF-α, IL-
1β and IL-6 was observed in numerous rat organs, such as adipose 
tissue, colonic mucosa, liver and spleen, sometimes also rises in 
IL-17 and IFNγ (details not cited). More importantly, respective 
changes were observed in brain regions. Increases of IL-6 and IL-8 
were demonstrated in the hippocampus [26-28], and of IL-6 in the 
cortex [28,29]. Moreover, anti-inflammatory cytokines, IL-4, and IL-
10, were found to be decreased in the hippocampus [26,27]. While 
data on the important proinflammatory cytokine IL-1β were rather 
divergent in humans, the situation is rather unambiguous in rats 
and mice. It was enhanced in the hippocampus [26-31], cortex [29-
32], basal forebrain [30], and hypothalamus [31]

Finally, findings of utmost interest were detected upon sleep 
deprivation [33] or slow wave sleep disruption [34] in the CSF of 
healthy humans, in which the levels of Aβ1-42 or Aβ1-40, respectively, 
were increased, perhaps a sign of reduced Aβ clearance. With regard 
to the proinflammatory properties of Aβ peptides and oligomers, 
these results provide another hint for the role of sleep disturbanc-

es in inflammation and, in older subjects, in brain inflammaging. 
Collectively, results summarized in this editorial emphasize the 
importance of inflammatory responses to sleep deprivation and 
disturbances. These may not be generally avoidable during profes-
sional life, but they should not be enhanced by lifestyle and can be 
prevented later in life, when these effects become more relevant 
and increasingly contribute to inflammaging.
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